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EXERCISE CAN BE THE ULTIMATE
SKIN SAVER ••. OR SABOTEUR.
WE BREAK IT DOWN SO YOU CA~
FOCUS
ON YOUR #BODYGO_ALS WHILE
SCORING A KNOCKOUT
COMPLEXION.
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TRAINING DAY
The Workouts

File these under gym-babe
essentials! Five pros spill
their secrets for looking sexy
when sweaty.

BOXING, BOOT
CAMP, CROSSFIT
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Laura Cozik,

'

COACH AT
MILE HIGH RUN CLUB

Sneaky Skin Issue
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Breakouts

"Hourglass Liquid Lipsticks withstand hours of sweat. plus they
come in bright colors that look
awesome in race photos."

Shared equipment-gloves, mats, weightscan be a hotbed for bacteria. When possible,
BYO and wipe down weights (or anything
else that's shared) with an antibacterial towelette (travel-size packs were made for gym
bags). Most important: "Avoid touching your
face during your workout," says Paul Jarrod
Frank, MD, a cosmetic dermatologist in NYC.
Wiping away sweat with a germy hand may
seem harmless, but it can cause acne or,
worse, spread cold sores and skin infections.

HOURGLASS Opaque Rouge Liquid Lipstick
in Ballet, $28

Holly Rilinger,
NIKE MASTER TRAINER AND
FLYWHEEL INSTRUCTOR

"I love that this spray can go on
clean or sweaty hair ... and
the travel-size one is perfect for
toting in my gym bag."
ORIBEApnls Beach Wave and Shine PurseSize Spray, $22

The Workout

RUNNING
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Sarah Levey,

Sneaky Skin Issue
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Sagging Skin
"I can spot a serious runner just by looking at
her face," says Elizabeth Hale, MD, clinical
associate professor of dermatology at NYU
Langone Medical Center (and marathoner),
who defines serious as logging 25 miles a week
or more. Blame the literal pounding of pavement, which results in "runner's face": a loss
of volume in the temple and cheek areas that
eventually leads to sagging. "The constant
force causes micro-tears in collagen that compound over time," says Dr. Hale, who notes
there's a genetic factor too. And if you run
outdoors, the UV exposure-a proven collagen killer-doesn't help. So what does a
long-distance-running doctor suggest? Prescription retinol ("the ultimate skin smoother,"
she says) followed by a firming cream with
collagen-stimulating peptides (Dr. Hale uses
Olay's Regenerist Micro-Sculpting Cream,
$26) and possibly fillers down the road. Also
SPF 30, which, for those who take it outside, is
as vital as a good pair of sneakers.
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l "I sweat a ton. so I take off all
my makeup before class. These
wipes leave my skin feeling
clean without drying it out."
SIMPLE SKIN CARE Cleansing Facial
Wipes,$6

Naimah Jackman,
INSTRUCTOR AT
305 FITNESS

"''m obsessed with this MAC
mineral concealer. It feels
hydrating on my skin. stays put
after a sweaty workout. and
never makes me break out."
MAC COSMETICS Minemlize Concealer, $21

Jen McCombs,
PERSONAL TRAINER
AT FOCUS INTEGRATED
FITNESS

"My hands get really rough
- - - - - ' from lifting. I swear by Bag Balm
for smoothing calluses:
BAG BALM, $7.50for 1 oz.

